
                                

 

 

 

 

Program of the International Restorative Justice Week in Tempio Pausania 

2018 Edition

● November 21st 2018: First steps of the Restororative Service within 
the community of  Tempio Pausania and PLUS municipalities:  

a) Meeting with high school students of Dettori - De Andrè - Istituto 
Pes’s  

The Restorative Team presents to high school classes the project proposed 
by the chair of social and juridical psychology (prof. Patrizia Patrizi), 
Department of Humanistic and Social Studies of the University of Sassari, in 
collaboration with PLUS municipalities of Tempio Pausania. The Team will 
build workshops following the Restorative practices, to encourage a peaceful 
management of conflict and an active participation in enstablishing 
relational communities. The journey will involve students and teachers.  

b) Meetings with social workers  

Training meeting addressed to Social Services of Tempio Pausania and 
PLUS municipalities under the Restorative Justice’s paradigm. The aim is to 
ease the sharing of the intervention model of Servizio Riparativo di 
counseling psicologico” (Restorative Service of psychological counseling) in 
agreement with the needs and resources of different territories.  
 

● November 27th-28th  2018: Department of Humanistic and Social 
Studies at the University of Sassari  

Brunilda Pali (EFRJ Board member, postdoc researcher in the Leuven 
Institute of Criminology, co-editor of Restoring Justice and Security in 
Intercultural Europe e Critical Restorative Justice), will be the guest visiting 
professor of social psychology and restorative practices class (prof. Patrizia 
Patrizi). The class will screen and discuss the films lauched by EFRJ on the 
occasion of the RJW2018 (Electra meets Clytemnestra, Expanding the 
Restorative Imagination e The Encounter).  

● November 29th 2018: IX Community Restorative Conference inside 
the “P. Pittalis” Correctional Institute in Nuchis (TP)  

The IX Community Restorative Conference will take place in the Nuchis 
Correctional Institute’s conference room, in the presence of the prisoners 
and the representatives of local authorities, citizens, university students, 
volounteers, teachers, social workers, educators, judicial authority, lawyers, 
judges who work together for the development of an inclusive and 
supportive community. Brunilda Pali will attend the event and present the 
RJ’s programs on an international level. The Restorative Conference has the 
intent to share one of the most qualified results of our journey: the launch of 
the Servizio Riparativo di counseling psicologico” (Restorative Service of 
psychological counseling).	


